Early corpus linguistics
and the Chams an revolution

Corpus linguistics has undergone a remarkable renaissance in recent years.
From being a marginalised approach used largely in English linguistics, and
more specifically in studies of English grammar, corpus linguistics has started
to widen its scope. As will be shown in the book, corpus linguistics is a lively
subject, with corpus-based approaches being taken to many research questions
in linguistics. Corpus linguistics is also increasingly multilingual, with many
languages, and many varieties of those languages, being studied with the help
of corpus data. But, before we venture to discuss this wide scope, we need to
address the most basic question of all: what is corpus linguistics?
Corpus linguistics is perhaps best described for the moment in simple terms
as the study oflanguage based on examples of'reallif~' language use. It has a
long and interesting history. Yet the term corpus linguistics is a relatively
modern term. This chapter examines how this modern phenomenon, corpus
linguistics, has come to be an increasingly prevalent methodology in linguistics, in spite of the unpopularity of the approach in the 1960s and 1970s.
A staggering number of myths surround corpus linguistics. When we
consider that it is nothing but a methodology, it is surprising to observe the
heated debates it has caused. The history of corpus linguistics exists almost as
a body of academic folklore. Nearly any linguist will be able to cite parts of
this body of anecdotal knowledge, for example, 'More people live in New York
than Dayton Ohio', 'Corpus linguists study real language, other linguists just
sit at their coffee table and think of wild and impossible sentences', 'A corpus
can't describe a natural language entirely' and 'Natural language is infinite.' All
of these statements express twisted, partial views of linguistic methodology.
Some contain mis-truths and exaggeration. Some put forward dislocated facts
as irrefutable evidence. All are only part of a rich and fascinating topic - the
history of corpus linguistics. This chapter will seek to dispel myths and collect
together often fragmented pieces of evidence to reconstruct a coherent view
of corpus linguistics. The aim is for an understanding of the topic framed in an
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overall view of linguistic methodology and theory.
In this chapter we examine the history and methodology of the corpusbased approach to the study of language and show how corpus linguistics has
evolved over time. The 1950s were an important period for the development
of corpus linguistics. As a consequence much of the chapter will be devoted
to examining the reasons put forward against a corpus-based approach to
linguistics in that decade. We will also concern ourselves with how modern
corpus linguistics has sought to overcome these objections.

1.1. IS CORPUS LINGUISTICS A BRANCH OF LINGUISTICS?
The answer to this question is both yes and no. Corpus linguistics is not a
branch oflinguistics in the same sense as syntax, semantics, sociolinguistics and
so on. All of these disciplines concentrate on describing/explaining some
aspect of language use. Corpus linguistics in contrast is a methodology rather
than an aspect of language requiring explanation or description. A corpusbased approach can be taken to many aspects of linguistic enquiry. Syntax,
semantics and pragmatics are just three examples of areas of linguistic enquiry
that have used a corpus-based approach (see Chapter 4). Corpus linguistics is
a methodology that may be used in almost any area of linguistics, but it does
not truly delimit an area oflinguistics itself.
Corpus linguistics does, however, allow us to differentiate between
approaches taken to the study of language and, in that respect, it does define
an area of linguistics or, at least, a series of areas oflinguistics. Hence we have
corpus-based syntax as opposed to non-corpus-based syntax, corpus-based
semantics as opposed to non-corpus-based semantics and so on. So, while
corpus linguistics is not an area of linguistic enquiry in itself, it does, at least,
allow us to discriminate between methodological approaches taken to the
same area of enquiry by different groups, individuals or studies.
1.2. EARLY CORPUS LINGUISTICS
'Early corpus linguistics' is a term we will use here to describe linguistics before
the advent of Chomsky. In this examination of early corpus linguistics we will
imply that linguistics before Chomsky was entirely corpus-like. This is both true
and untrue. The dominant methodological approach to linguistics immediately
prior to Chomsky was based upon observed language use. The debate that
Chomsky reopened in linguistics was, however, a very old one, as will be seen.
Part of the value oflooking in some detail at Chomsky's criticisms of corpus data
is that they in part represent a compendium of centuries of debate on the nature
of data in linguistics. However, this is for section 1.3 to examine in more detail.
For the moment let us return to a discussion of the subject in hand - early corpus
linguistics.
While not identifYing themselves with the term corpus linguistics, field
linguists, e.g. Boas (1940), and later linguists of the structuralist tradition all used
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a basic methodology that we can undoubtedly call corpus-based. Harris (1993:
27) summarises the approach well: 'The approach began ... with a large collection of recorded utterances from some language, a corpus. The corpus was
subjected to a clear, stepwise, bottom-up strategy of analysis.' The corpus underpinned the methodological approach of pre- Chomskyan linguistics in the twentieth century. As we shall see later, it is hardly a surprise that the methodology
suffered as the frameworks it was associated with were abandoned. 1 For the
moment, however, we must be clear that we will not find the term 'corpus
linguistics' used in texts and studies from this era. The term 'early corpus linguistics' is being coined here to categorise all of this work. In some ways it describes
all linguistics before Chomsky and links it to the modern methodology of corpus
linguistics to which it has affinity. To illustrate this point and to demonstrate the
wide use of corpora in linguistics before the 1950s, below is a brief overview of
interesting corpus-based studies predating that time.

1.2.1. Language acquisition
Linguistics proceeded by corpus-based description" in the nineteenth as well
as the early twentieth century. The studies of child language in the diary
studies period of language acquisition research (roughly 1876-1926) were
based on carefully composed parental diaries recording the child's locutions.
These primitive corpora, on which later speculations were based by the
researchers of the period such as Preyer (1889) and Stern (1924), are still used
as sources of normative data in language acquisition research today, for example, Ingram (1978). Corpus collection continued and diversified beyond the
diary studies period. Indeed it is of interest to note that language acquisition
studies can be split into longitudinal and large sample studies on the basis of
the sampling technique used to collect the corpus of utterances representing
the language of the child or children under study.
Large sample studies covered the period roughly from 1927 to 1957. The
corpora for analysis were gathered from a large number of children with the
express aim of establishing norms for development in language acquisition,
(see, for example, McCarthy 1954).
Longitudinal studies have been dominant from 1957 to the present. They
are again based on the collection of utterances, but this time around three children are used as a source of data over time. Brown (1973) and Bloom (1970)
are both examples oflongitudinal studies.
1.2.2. Spelling conventions
Kading (1897) used a large corpus of German - some 11 million words - to
collate frequency distributions of letters and sequences of letters in German.
The corpus, by size alone, is impressive for its time and compares favourably
in terms of size with some modern corpora.
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1.2.3. Language pedagogy
Fries and Traver (1940) and Bongers (1947) are examples of linguists who
used the corpus in research on foreign language pedagogy. Indeed, as noted by
K ennedy (1992), the corpus and second language pedagogy had a strong link
in the early half of the twentieth century, with vocabulary lists for foreign
learners often being derived from corpora. The word counts derived from
such studies as Thorndike (1921) and Palmer (1933) were important in defining the goals of the vocabulary control movement in second language pedagogy.
1.2.4. Comparative linguistics
Comparative linguistics also shows evidence of a corpus- based inclination. A
good example here is Eaton's (1940) study comparing the frequency of word
meanings in Dutch, French, German and Italian. The work is very sophisticated even by today's standards. Only in the early 1990s are corpora again
being created which could even begin to be used to derive such information,
for example, McEnery and Oakes (1996). Modern contrastive corpus linguistics is casting a wider net than lexis now, with work such as that ofJohansson
(1997) and work reported in Johansson and Oksefjell (1998) widening the
scope of corpus-based contrastive analysis by analysing grammar contrastively
using corpus-based methods, for example.3
1.2.5. Syntax and semantics
The semantic frequency lists used by Eaton were also used by other
researchers interested in monolingual description. Lorge (1949) is an example
of this. Syntax was also examined. Fries (1952) is an early example of a
descriptive grammar of English based on a corpus." This work predates the
corpus-based grammars of the late 1980s, for example, A Comprehensive
Grammar if the English Language (Quirk et a!., 1985), by thirty years and more.
This type of work was not merely limited to English. Gougenheim et ai.
(1956) used a corpus of transcribed spoken French from 275 informants to
describe high frequency lexical choices and grammatical choices.
It is fairly clear to see from these examples that the basic corpus methodology
was widespread in linguistics for a long period of time. Yet the fact remains
that we can pinpoint a discontinuity in the development of corpus linguistics
fairly accurately in the late 1950s. Mter this period the corpus as a source of
data underwent a period of almost total unpopularity and neglect. Indeed it is
no exaggeration to suggest that as a methodology it was widely perceived as
being intellectually discredited for a time. This event can be placed so accurately because its source lies almost exclusively with one man and his criticisms of
the corpus as a source of information. That man was Noam Chomsky.
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1.3. WHAT CHOMSKY SAID
Readers may wonder why we should start a discussion of corpus linguistics by
reviewing the work of a linguist who argued against the use of corpora. The
answer to this question is threefold. First, it is difficult to truly appreciate the
marginal role of corpus data in language studies until quite recently without
doing so - as Seuren (1998: 258) says about what constitutes data in linguistics, 'whatever consensus there is has been shaped in large part in the context
of the discussions started by Chomsky'. To cut ourselves off from these discussions is to lose an understanding of how corpus linguistics developed and
where it stands in relation to other approaches to linguistics. The second
answer follows from the first. As Chomsky's views were so deeply influential,
it is important to take his criticisms seriously and respond to them, as corpus
linguists have. Chomsky's attacks on corpus data evoked a response from
linguists who wanted to use corpus data. Concepts we shall examine in later
chapters, such as balance and representativeness (see Chapter 2), are a direct
response to some of the criticisms Chomsky made. Without an understanding
of those criticisms, understanding the response can be difficult. Finally, as
previously noted, the debate that Chomsky triggered in linguistics is a very
old one - the debate between rationalists 5 and empiricists6 • To present corpus
linguistics to a reader without reviewing and understanding the case put
against it by rationalists is to miss a vital opportunity of putting this debate
into a long and fruitful historical perspective.
But what is this empirical-rationalist distinction referred to here? Is it
peculiar to linguistics? Well, to deal with the second point first, the answer is
no. This fundamental division exists, in principle at least, within any discipline
faced with the basic decision of whether to rely on naturally occurring observations or to rely on artificially induced observations. Let's make this distinction sharper.A rationalist theory is a theory based on artificial behavioural data
and conscious introspective judgements. 8 This may be a native speaker of a
language reflecting on that language and making theoretical claims based on
those reflections.
Rationalist theories are based on the development of a theory of mind, in
the case of linguistics, and have as a fundamental goal cognitive plausibility.
The aim is to develop a theory oflanguage that not only emulates the external
effects of human language processing, but actively seeks to make the claim that
it represents how the processing is actually undertaken.
On the other hand, an empiricist approach to language is dominated by the
observation of naturally occurring data, typically through the medium of the
corpus. In this case, we may decide to determine whether sentence x is a valid
sentence oflanguage y by looking in a corpus of the language in question and
gathering evidence for the grammaticality, or otherwise, of the sentence.
In essence our empirical-rational divide is one predicated upon the nature
of the data used to inform theory. There are advantages and disadvantages to
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both approaches, which will be discussed later in this chapter. But for the
moment we shall use this characterisation of empiricism and rationalism
within our discussion without exploring the concepts further.
Chomsky changed the object of linguistic enquiry from abstract descriptions
of language to theories which reflected a psychological reality, cognitively
plausible models of language. 9 In doing so he apparently invalidated the
corpus as a source of evidence in linguistic enquiry. Chomsky suggested that
the corpus could never be a useful tool for the linguist, as the linguist must
seek to model language competence rather than performance. Chomsky's
distinction between competence and performance has now been somewhat
superseded by the concepts of I and E Language (see Chomsky 1988), but for
the purposes of this discussion we will consider Chomsky's original concepts.
Competence is best described as our tacit, internalised knowledge of a
language. Performance, on the other hand, is external evidence of language
competence and its usage on particular occasions when, crucially, factors other
than our linguistic competence may affect its form. Chomsky argued that it
was competence rather than performance that the linguist was trying to
model. It is competence which both explains and characterises a speaker's
knowledge of the language. As the linguist is attempting to explain and characterise our knowledge of language, it is this that he or she should be trying
to model rather than performance. Performance, it was argued, is a poor
mirror of competence. As already stated, performance may be influenced by
factors other than our competence. For instance, factors as diverse as shortterm memory limitations and whether or not we have been drinking can alter
how we speak on any particular occasion. This brings us to the nub of
Chomsky's initial criticism. A corpus is by its very nature a collection of
externalised utterances; it is performance data and, as such, it must of necessity
be a poor guide to modelling linguistic competence.
But what if we choose to waive this fact and suggest that it is good enough
anyway? Is it possible that this is a mere quibble with the nature of the data?
Chomsky (1957) suggested not. How, for example, can a theory of syntax
develop from the observation of utterances which only partly account for the
true model of language - one's linguistic competence? This externalised
language not only encodes our competence but also, as noted, an indeterminate number of related features on any particular occasion oflanguage use.
How do we determine from any given utterance what are the linguistically
relevant performance phenomena? This is a crucial question, for, without an
answer to this, we are not sure whether, for any set of observations we make
based upon a corpus, what we are discovering is directly relevant to linguistics. We may easily be commenting on the effects of drink on speech production without knowing it!
To paint an extreme example, consider a large body of transcribed speech
based on conversations with aphasics. If we are not told they are aphasics, we
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could easily end up modelling features of aphasia as grammatical competence
unless we are made aware of the nature of the corpus. Chomsky believed that
ultimately it was not possible to tease apart linguistic competence from related
features in performance data. Chomsky saw the main task of the linguist to be
the definition of a model of linguistic competence, so it is hardly a great
surprise to discover that he saw the corpus as a bad starting point for achieving this goal. Consequently Chomsky urged a move away from empiricism
towards rationalism. Rather than try to account for language observationally,
one should try to account for language introspectively.
This then was one of Chomsky's criticisms. To appreciate fully the next
criticism, we must consider some of the basic assumptions underlying early
corpus linguistics. All of the work seems to be underpinned by two fundamental, yet flawed, assumptions: first, that the sentences of a natural language
are finite and, second, as a corollary of the first point, that the sentences of a
natural language can be collected and enumerated. Both points are based on a
simple belief. Language is finite. Like blades of grass on a lawn, the sentences
of language are great in number, but if one has sufficient patience one may
collect and count them all. They are finite. There are just so many blades of
grass and there are just so many sentences. Language is an enumerable set
which can be gathered and counted.
Why may we assume that this view was tacitly held by these linguists?
Primarily for this reason: the corpus was seen as the sole source of evidence in
the formation of linguistic theory. It therefore follows that complete observation must be possible via a corpus. To use Leech's (1991: 8) observation, 'This
was when linguists ... regarded the corpus as the sole explicandum oflinguistics.' Can it be that corpora could ever be so comprehensive as to enumerate
language - be the sole explicandum oflinguistic research?
To be fair to the early corpus linguists, not all of them made such bullish
statements. Harris (1951) is possibly the most bullish exponent of this point of
view, yet other researchers such as Hockett (1948: 269) did make weaker
claims for the corpus, suggesting that the purpose of linguist working in the
structuralist tradition 'is not simply to account for all utterances which
comprise his corpus' but rather 'to account for utterances which are not in his
corpus at a given time'.10 He also argued (Hockett 1954: 34) that corpus-based
grammars should be tested on non- corpus-based utterances to demonstrate
their predictive power. Hockett's view, however, was a decidedly minority one,
and the ability of the corpus to act as the sole explicandum of linguistics was
largely an unchallenged assumption leading up to Chomsky's criticisms of
corpus-based research. Indeed, even Hockett himself could be scathing in his
rejection of the utility of introspective judgements. He characterised such data
in contrast to corpus data, saying of such data that 'when it agrees [with corpus
data non-corpus data is] superfluous; when it disagrees [with corpus data noncorpus data is] obnoxious' (1964: 196).
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If the above view holds, many exciting possibilities are opened up. To be
able to use solely empirical methods to describe language would be feasible. It
would, in short, be possible to make language description a matter of objective
fact and not a matter of subjective speculation. It is possible to see why such
an approach to language may be attractive. To set linguistics up alongside other
empirical sciences such as physics may indeed seem a laudable goal. But is it a
valid one? Is it possible to eschew introspection totally? When we consider
Chomsky's criticisms we must conclude, unfortunately, that this is not possible.
The number of sentences in a natural language is not merely arbitrarily
large. It is no use sitting around speculating about the number of sentences in
a natural language. The number is uncountable - the number of sentences in
a natural language is potentially infinite. The curious reader may try a simple
test at this point. Go to any page in this book and choose any sentence which
is not a direct quotation. Now go to your local public lending library and start
to search for that exact sentence in another book in the library. Unless it is a
very formulaic sentence (such as those sentences appearing as part of a legal
disclaimer at the beginning of the book), it is deeply unlikely that you will
find it repeated in its exact form in any book, in any library, anywhere. The
reasons for this become apparent when we consider the sheer number of
choices, lexical and syntactic, which are made in the production of a sentence,
and when we observe that some of the rules of language are recursive.
Recursive rules may be called repeatedly; indeed'they may even call themselves. The following phrase structure rules include recursion:
Index

Symbol

Meaning

S
NP
VP
PP
JP
AT
N
Prep
V
J
PropN

Sentence
Noun Phrase
Verb Phrase
Prepositional Phrase
Adjectival Phrase
Definite Article
Noun
Preposition
Verb
Adjective
Proper Noun
Rules

S -+ NP VP
NP -+ATN
NP-+AT N PP
PP -+ Prep NP
VP-+ VJP
JP -+ J
NP -+ PropN
NP -+ PropN PP
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In this set of rules the second NP rule and the sole PP rule refer to one
another. In principle, there could be an infinite number of prepositional
phrases enclosing an infinite number of noun phrases within a sentence,
according to these simple rules. There is a certain circularity in the phrase
structure of English here. These rules alone, by continued application, may give
infinitely many sentences. We may even begin the infinite sentence. Consider
the following sentence from the Associated Press (AP) corpus:"
The official news agency carried excerpts from a speech by Brezhnev at
a Kremlin dinner for visiting Cambodian leader Heng Samrin.
The sequence that interests us here is 'from a speech by Brezhnev at a Kremlin
dinner'. Notice how the recursive nature of the preposition and noun phrase
construction rules allows the simple prepositional phrase 'from a speech' to
grow by successive postmodification. If we break this example down into layers
of successive modification, the point can be made clearly:
from a speech
PP --> Prep NP
NP -->AT N
from a speech by Brezhnev
PP --> Prep NP
NP -->AT N PP
PP --> Prep NP
NP --> PropN
from a speech by Brezhnev at the Kremlin dinner
PP --> Prep NP
NP -->AT N PP
PP --> Prep NP
NP --> PropN PP
PP --> Prep NP
NP --> AT PropN N
The example continues beyond this level of recursion. Is there any grammatical reason that it should stop when it finally does? Could the recursion not
continue forever - an endless unfolding of preposition and noun phrases,
successively postmodifYing each other? It is a possibility - a theoretical doorway to an infinitely long sentence.
Observing the recursive nature of phrase structure rules shows clearly how
the sentences of natural language are not finite. A corpus could never be the
sole explicandum of natural language. Our knowledge of, say, grammar is
enshrined in our syntactic competence. This may be composed of a finite set of
rules which give rise to an infinite number of sentences. Performance data, such
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as a corpus, would not describe this competence. Corpora, by their very
nature, are incomplete. Language is non-enumerable and, hence, no finite
corpus can adequately represent language. Corpora are 'skewed'. Some
sentences are in the corpus because they are frequent constructions, some by
sheer chance. To quote Chomsky (1962: 159) on the matter:
Any natural corpus will be skewed. Some sentences won't occur because
they are obvious, others because they are false, still others because they
are impolite. The corpus, if natural, will be so wildly skewed that the
description [based upon it] would be no more than a mere list.
This is a perfectly accurate observation by Chomsky. Corpora are partial, in
two senses of the word. First, they are partial in the sense that they are incomplete. They will contain some, but not all, of the valid sentences of a natural
language. Second, they are partial in the sense that they are skewed, with
frequency of a feature in the language being a significant determiner of inclusion. As Chomsky himself stated so amusingly, the sentence I live in New York is
fundamentally more likely than I live in Dayton Ohio purely by virtue of the
fact that there are more people likely to say the former than the latter. This
partiality was seen by Chomsky as a major failing of early corpus linguistics.
One final practical criticism remains to be made. Even if language was a
finite construct, would the corpus methodology still be the best? Why bother
waiting for the sentences of a language to enumerate themselves, when by the
process of introspection we can delve into our own minds and examine our
ow n linguistic competence? The corpus had cast the linguist in a somewhat
passive and often frustrating mode. Fillmore (1992: 35) comments most
amusingly on this. He satirises the corpus linguist thus:
He has all of the primary facts that he needs, in the form of a corpus of
approximately one zillion running words, and he sees his job as that of
deriving secondary facts from his primary facts. At the moment he is
busy determining the relative frequencies of the eleven parts of speech as
the first word of a sentence versus the second word of a sentence.
Not a very attractive idea for many linguists! Indeed, the generative linguist
Paul Postal, who started training in a pre-Chomskyan corpus-based tradition,
recalls very clearly the conclusions many must have drawn when they read
Chomsky's views on the nature oflinguistics and the validity of using corpus
data within linguistics:
The general views [early corpus linguists held] were very primitive and silly
- ideas involving rigorous collection of data and cataloguing, and all that
kind of stuff. They took this to be science, very genuinely and very sadly. 12
Fillmore's depiction of the corpus linguist is an admittedly extreme and comic
one. Postal's reflects an acceptance of criticisms of early corpus linguists aired
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from the mid 1950s onwards. Both quotes have behind them an important
question. Why look through a corpus of a zillion words for facts which may
be readily available via introspection? Chomsky (1984: 44) sums up the
supposed power of introspection by saying that 'if you sit and think for a few
minutes, you're just flooded with relevant data'. An example of spontaneous
access to, and use of, such data by Chomsky can be seen in the following
exchange (Hill, 1962: 29):
Chomsky:The verb peiform cannot be used with mass word objects: one
can peiform a task but one cannot peiform labour.
Hatcher: How do you know, if you don't use a corpus and have not
studied the verb peiform?
Chomsky: How do I know? Because I am a native speaker of the English
language.
Such arguments have a certain force - indeed one is initially impressed by the
incisiveness of Chomsky's observation and subsequent defence of it. Yet the
quote also underlines why corpus data may be useful. Chomsky was, in fact,
wrong. One can peiform magic, for example, as a check of a corpus such as the
BNC reveals. 13 Native-speaker intuition merely allowed Chomsky to be wrong
with an air of absolute certainty. In addition to providing a means of checking
such statements, corpora are our only true sources of accurate frequencybased information for language. Nonetheless, we concede that at times intuition can save us time in searching a corpus. 14
So the manifesto laid out by Chomsky saw the linguist, or native speaker of a
language, as the sole explicandum oflinguistics. The conscious observations of
a linguist who has native competence in a language are just as valid as
sentences recorded furtively from somebody who did not know they were
swelling some corpus. Indeed, it is not a simple question of empowerment.
Without recourse to introspective judgements, how can ungrammatical utterances be distinguished from ones that simply haven't occurred yet? If our finite
corpus does not contain the sentence:
*He shines Tony books.
how do we conclude that it is ungrammatical? Indeed, there may be persuasive
evidence in the corpus to suggest that it is grammatical. The construction 'He
shines' followed by a proper name does not occur in the British National Corpus.
However, the following examples do occur in the corpus:

He gives Keith the stare that works on small boys.
And apparently he owes Dempster a lot of money and Dempster was
trying to get it back.
The man doesn't say anything; he pushes Andy down into the ferns , and
gets a hand free and punches Andy in the face.
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We may see nothing to suggest that the complementation of shines is any different to that ofgives, owes or pushes, if we have never seen shine before. It is only by
asking a native or expert speaker of a language fortheir opinion of the grammaticality of a sentence that we can hope to differentiate unseen but grammatical
constructions from those which are simply ungrammatical and unseen. This may
seem a minor point, but as language is non-finite and a corpus is finite, the problem is all too real.
Let us sum up the arguments against the use of corpora so far. First, the
corpus encourages us to model the wrong thing - we try to model performance rather than competence. Chomsky argued that the goals of linguistics
are not the enumeration and description of performance phenomena, but
rather they are introspection and explanation of linguistic competence.
Second, even if we accept enumeration and description as a goal for linguistics, it seems an unattainable one, as natural languages are not finite. As a consequence, the enumeration of sentences can never possibly yield an adequate
description oflanguage. How can a partial corpus be the sole explicandum of
an infinite language? Finally, we must not eschew introspection entirely. If we
do, detecting ungrammatical structures and ambiguous structures becomes
difficult and, indeed, may be impossible.
The power and compulsion of these arguments ensured the almost total
rejection of corpus-based (empirical) methodologies in linguistics and the
establishment of a new orthodoxy. Rationalist introspection-based approaches
rose in the ascendant.
We will not present any justifications of Chomsky's theories here. The
purpose of this section is to summarise Chomsky's criticisms of early corpus
linguistics, not to review what path Chomsky's theories followed. For readers
interested in this, Horrocks (1987) presents an engaging overview, Matthews
(1981) presents an expressly critical review's and Haegeman (1991), Radford
(1997) and Smith (1999) review later work.
1.3.1. What others said
There was another problem which faced early corpus linguists which was
somewhat more pragmatic than those presented by Chomsky, but which loses
nothing for that. There was a basic problem of data processing. Abercrombie
(1965) in a discussion oflinguistic methodology developed the concept of the
'pseudo-procedure', which certainly applied to most corpus-based approaches
to language taken at the time. Can you imagine searching through an eleven
million word corpus, such as that of Kaeding(1897) , using nothing more than
your eyes? The whole undertaking becomes prohibitively time consuming. It
also becomes very expensive and error prone. Huge workforces were used by
early corpus linguists, from Kaeding's (ibid.) 5,000 Prussian analysts through to
West's (1953) horde of analysts from the Indian sub- continent. All of these analysts cost money and all were possible sources of error in analysis. Processing 11
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million words using humans alone is, to put it simply, slow, expensive and
prone to error.
Abercrombie's (ibid.) concept of the pseudo-procedure can certainly be
construed as a criticism of corpus-based linguistics before computerizsation.
There were plenty of things which may have seemed like a good idea, but
were well nigh impossible in practice in the 1950s and before. Most of the
procedures described in this book would be nearly impossible to perform on
corpora of an average size today, if we were still relying on humans alone for
the analysis. Whatever Chomsky's criticisms, Abercrombie's discussion of the
pseudo-procedure certainly revealed a practical limitation of early corpus
linguistics. Early corpus linguistics required data processing abilities that were
simply not readily available at the time. Without that data processing ability,
their work was necessarily made more expensive, more time consuming, less
accurate and therefore, ultimately, less feasible.
The impact of the criticisms levelled at early corpus linguistics in the 1950s
was immediate and profound. It seems to the casual reader that almost
overnight linguistics changed and the corpus became an abandoned, discredited tool. But, as the next section shows, that was certainly not the case.

1.4. WHY IS THIS BOOK BEING WRITTEN?
Having read this book so far, you may well be asking yourself this question.
This is not a book about what happened in linguistics before Chomsky's criticisms. This book concerns itself with corpus linguistics as practised today. Yet
having read the above criticisms, you may well be wondering why on earth
anybody ever bothered to look at a corpus again.
Well, several points must be made here. First, and perhaps most importantly,
these criticisms did not stop all corpus-based work. In the field of phonetics,
naturally observed data remained the dominant source of evidence with introspective judgements never making the impact they did on other areas of
linguistic enquiry. In the field oflanguage acquisition also, the observation of
naturally occurring evidence remained dominant. In this particular example
we should not be overly surprised. Introspective judgements are not available
to the linguist/psychologist studying child language acquisition. If you doubt
this try asking the next eighteen-month-old child you meet whether the
word moo-cow is a noun or a verb! On a more serious note, introspective
judgements can only become available to us when our metalinguistic awareness has developed. There is no evidence that the child in the one-word stage
oflanguage has metalinguistic awareness. In brief, its language use is not something the child thinks of talking about. Chomsky himself (1964) cautioned
that his rejection of performance data as a source of evidence was inappropriate for language acquisition studies. 16
Additionally, the very narrow focus introduced by Chomsky's view of data
effectively threw out the study of language variation from linguistics as defined
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by him. In short, work with corpus data of sorts continued because certain
topics, entirely worthy of being described as part of linguistics, could not be
effectively studied in the artificial world of well-formedness judgements and
idealised speaker-hearers created by Chomsky.
On a general note, work based on the corpus methodology was undertaken
in the 1960s and 1970s, but, as we will examine more closely in the next
section, as a somewhat minority methodology. The next question we must ask
ourselves then is this: why did some researchers bother to continue to use a
corpus-based approach to linguistics? The answer is that, in the rush for rationalism sparked by Chomsky, drawbacks became apparent which were, in their
own way, just as profound as the drawbacks he had so clearly pointed out in
the position of the early corpus linguists. At this point we must recall the
earlier description of the nature of the data Chomsky wanted to observe. The
great advantage of the rationalist approach is that, by the use of introspection,
we can gather the data we want, when we want, and also gather data which
relates directly to the system under study, the mind. Chomsky had rightly
stated that a theory based on the observation of natural data could not make
as strong a claim on either of these points. But there are advantages to the
observation of natural data, and it may also be that the case against natural data
was somewhat overstated.
Naturally occurring data has the principal benefit of being observable and
verifiable by all who care to examine it. When a speaker makes an introspective judgement, how can we be sure of it? When they utter a sentence we can
at least observe and record that sentence. But what can we do when they
express an opinion on a thought process? That remains unobservable, and we
have only one, private, point of view as evidence: theirs. With the recorded
sentence we can garner a public point of view - the data is observable by all
and can be commented on by all. This problem of public vs. private point of
view is one which bedevils not only linguistics, but other disciplines where
the divide exists between natural and artificial observation, such as psychology, as
discussed by Baddeley (1976: 3-15). The corpus has the benefit of rendering
public the point of view used to support a theory. Corpus-based observations
are intrinsically more verifiable than introspectively based judgements.
There is another aspect to this argument. The artificial data is just that artificial. Sampson (1992: 428) made this point very forcefully in some ways,
when he observed that the type of sentence typically analysed by the introspective linguist is far away from the type of evidence we tend to see typically
occurring in the corpus. It almost seems that the wildest skew lies not in
corpus evidence, but in introspectively informed judgements. It is a truism
that this can almost not be helped. By artificially manipulating the informant,
we artificially manipulate the data itself. This leads to the classic response from
the informant to the researcher seeking an introspective judgement on a
sentence: 'Yes I could say that - but I never would.' Chomsky's criticism that
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we would never find certain sentences or constructions in a corpus overlooked an important point. If we do not find them, this is an interesting and
important comment on their frequency.
Frequency brings in another point. There are certain types oflanguage data
which can only be gathered accurately from a corpus. Human beings have
only the vaguest notion of the frequency of a construct or word. Natural
observation of data seems the only reliable source of evidence for such features
as frequency. Of course, Chomsky may counter this point by suggesting that
the gathering of such quantitative information is actually pointless.
Remember his views on the relative likelihood of people living in Dayton,
Ohio or New York! A response to this criticism will be presented shortly. For
the moment let us satisfY ourselves with the observation that corpora are
sources of quantitative information beyond compare. At this moment it is
useful to consider the earlier point made by Chomsky: to paraphrase, why
look in a corpus for what lies in your head? Here we can see one example of
data which is not susceptible to recovery via introspection, that is, frequencybased data. We must also consider that the process of introspection may not be
at all systematic and in fairness look at the extremes reached by the noncorpus linguist. If the corpus linguist can often seem the slave of the available
data, so the non-corpus linguist can be seen to be at the whim of his or her
imagination. Fillmore (1992: 35) provides satire once again in describing the
almost mystic persuits of the non- corpus linguist:
He sits in a deep soft armchair, with his eyes closed and his hands clasped
behind his head. Once in a while he opens his eyes, sits up abruptly
shouting, 'Wow, what a neat fact!', grabs his pencil, and writes something
down ... having come still no closer to knowing what language is really like.
So it seems that the type of evidence provided by the corpus does have advantages after all. Not only does it seem that the corpus appears a rather more reliable source of frequency based data, it is also the case that it provides the basis
of a much more systematic approach to the analysis of language, a point
argued eloquently by Leech (1992) . Leech argues that the corpus is a more
powerful methodology from the point of view of the scientific method, as it is
open to objective verification of results. This can not be said of thought
processes on the other hand, the stock in trade of introspection.
Setting these important points aside for the moment, let us consider again
the supposed disadvantages of using a corpus. Is it also possible that some of
the disadvantages of the approach had been over- exaggerated? Central to the
attack on corpus-based approaches was the idea that natural data of this variety was a poor mirror of our competence, as the production of language was
influenced by factors other than our competence. Chomsky (1965: 8) castigated naturally occurring language data as being of 'degenerate quality'.17
Further, Labov (1969: 201) reports that Chomsky claimed in a number of
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speeches that 95 per cent of the utterances in natural language are ungrammatical. 18 Yet Chomsky's assault on the grammaticality oflanguage has turned
out to be somewhat inaccurate. Labov (1969: 201) argued that, based upon his
experience of working with spoken corpus data, 'the great majority of utterances in all contexts are complete sentences'. Along one dimension at least, we
can suggest that corpus-based enquiry may not be as invalid as originally
supposed. The corpus is not necessarily a mishmash of ungrammatical sentences.
It would appear that there is reason to hope that the corpus may generally
contain sentences which are grammatical. Note we are not saying here that all
of the sentences in a corpus are grammatically acceptable. They are not necessarily so, a theme that will be returned to in Chapter 4. But it does at least seem
that good grounds exist to allow us to believe that the problem of un-grammatical sentences in corpora may not be as acute as was initially assumed.
This brings us back to a point made earlier. We showed that corpora are
excellent sources of quantitative data, but noted that Chomsky may well
respond that quantitative data is of no use to linguists. Well, here again, we can
suggest that his point, though well made, is actually not supported by reality.
Setting aside the fact that quantitative approaches to linguistic description have
yielded important results in linguistics, such as in Svartvik's (1966) study of
passivisation, the quantitative data extracted from corpora can be of great practical use to linguists developing tools for analysis. To take the example of partof- speech analysis, all of the successful modern approaches to automated
part-of-speech analysis rely on quantitative data derived from a corpus.We will
not labour this point here as it is properly the province of Chapter 5. But one
observation must be made. Without the corpus, or some other natural source
of evidence yielding comparable quantitative data, such powerful analytical
tools would not be available to any linguist or computational linguist today.
'The proof of the pudding is in the eating' is an old English saying and it
certainly allows us to dismiss Chomsky's suggestion that quantitative data is of
no use or importance.
So some of the criticisms of corpus linguistics made by Chomsky were in
part valid and have helped, as we will see shordy, to foster a more realistic attitude towards corpora today. But the criticisms were also partially invalid and
avoided a genuine assessment of the strengths of corpora as opposed to their
weaknesses.This observation begins to suggest why some people continued to
work with corpora, yet fails to suggest why they did so in the face of the other
important criticism of early corpus linguistics reviewed here, that of Abercrombie (ibid.). So let us turn finally to this criticism. The pseudo-procedure
observation made by Abercrombie was, at the time, somewhat accurate. We
could argue that it need not necessarily have been so, as we shall see. But, for
the moment, we will take its accuracy for granted. A crucial point, however, is
that today, corpus linguistics, certainly where it is driven by lexical goals, is no
longer a pseudo-procedure. The digital computer has been instrumental in
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turning corpus linguistics from pseudo-procedure to viable methodology.
As will be discussed in the next chapter, the term corpus is now almost
synonymous with the term machine readable corpus. This is no accident.
The computer has allowed techniques previously thought of as being distinctly
in the realm of the pseudo-procedure to be used. The computer has allowed
this because of its ability to search for, retrieve, sort and calculate data (after Leech,
1991). Before examining what each of these abilities allows the machine to do,
let us recall how simple computers are, conceptually at least. The modern digital computer only takes data, carries out a process on that data and, as a result
of the processing it undertakes, provides us with some information. The range
of processes it can carry out, the data it can work with and the information it
can yield can be bewilderingly wide. We must not be beguiled by this diversity, however. In reality, nothing more than the processing of data to provide
information occurs even on the most advanced supercomputer.
So, to refine Leech's point a little, it is truer to say that the interest in the
computer for the corpus linguist comes from the ability of the computer to
carry out the processes of searching for, retrieving, sorting and calculating
linguistic data, whether that be textual (most common) or digitized speech
(increasingly common). These processes are those which, when required of
humans, ensured that some corpus retrieval techniques could only be
described as pseudo-procedures. Although these processes were possible using
a willing army of human analysts, they were wildly unattractive. Willing armies
of analysts cost money, work slowly and make mistakes.The computer, over the
last fifty years, has become cheaper, faster and is capable of total accuracy in
text processing. The type of analysis that Kading waited years for can now be
achieved in a few moments on a desktop computer. The computer alone has
rendered the pseudo-procedure criticism invalid with reference to the retrieval
of word forms from large text collections.
Similarly, where appropriate corpus annotation has occured, we are able to
undertake more linguistically motivated retrieval from a corpus - looking for
combinations of word and part of speech for example. 19 It is important to
accept, however, that there is still a set of pseudo-procedures in corpus linguistics - where the computer cannot carry out a search because it lacks the ability
to do so, corpus linguistics is still in essence a pseudo-procedure. For example,
if we wished to look at a non-annotated corpus in order to determine what
the average number of noun phrases in an English sentence may be, the
computer would be of little help if it could not accurately identifY noun
phrases. Such an observation is important to make - there are still research
questions which it is almost impossible to address with a multimillion word
corpus because the machine is of precious little help in carrying the task out. 20
However, for a set of research questions - especially those which are lexically
driven - corpus linguistics is no longer a pseudo-procedure.
Considering the importance of the marriage of machine and corpus, it
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seems worthwhile to consider in slightly more detail what these processes that
allow the machine to aid the linguist are. The computer has the ability to
search for a particular word, sequence of words or even perhaps part of speech
in a text. So, if we are interested, say, in the usage of the word horde in a text,
we can simply ask the machine to search for this word in the text. Its ability
to retrieve all examples of this word, usually in context, is a further aid to the
linguist. The machine can find the relevant text and display it to the user. It
may also calculate the number of occurrences of the word so that information
on the frequency of the word may be gathered. We may then be interested in
sorting the data in some way - for example alphabetically on words appearing
to the right or left. We may even sort the list by searching for words occurring
in the immediate context of the word. We may take our initial list of examples
of horde presented in context (usually referred to as a concordance21 ) and
extract from that another list, say of all examples of hordes with the word people
close by. Below is a sample of such a concordance for hordes coupled with people.
The concordance is taken from the British National Corpus using the SARA22
concordance program. A wide variety of concordance programs which can
work on a wide variety of data and carry out a host of useful processes is now
available, with some, such as WordSmith,23 being free for evaluation purposes.
the streets there were already hordes of people on their way to
s. That meant no danc ing, just hordes of people staying long eno
now, for some strange reason, hordes of people profess to have
ed , the major film studios had hordes of people concerned with f
and times worse. I fel t as if hordes of people were constantly
There is no past . There were hordes of people down by the seare immediately on the phone to hordes of 'ordinary people', invit
hen the terrifying eruption of hordes of unknown people: lurchin
not do that, shall not we see hordes of people sweeping from ea
h the massive tower blocks and hordes of people, and a trip up t
the streets there were a l ready hordes of people on their way to
Figure 1.1 A sample concordance

Note the concordance program typically highlights and centres the examples
found, with one example appearing per line with context to the left and right
of each example. Concordance programs will be mentioned again from time
to time throughout this book, as they are useful tools for manipulating corpus
data. After using a concordance program it is all too easy to become blase
about the ability to manipulate corpora of millions of words. In reality we
should temper that cavalier attitude with the realisation that, without the
computer, corpus linguistics would be terrifically difficult and would hover
grail-like beyond reasonable reach. Whatever philosophical advantages we may
eventually see in a corpus, it is the computer which allows us to exploit
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corpora on a large scale with speed and accuracy, and we must never forget
that. Technology has allowed a pseudo-procedure to become a valuable linguistic
methodology.
Maybe now it is possible to state why this book is being written. A
theoretical and technical shift over the past half century has led to some of the
criticisms of the corpus-based approach being tempered. Note that the term
'tempered' is used rather than' discarded' . Only in certain circumstances in the
case of the pseudo-procedure can we safely say that objections to the use of
corpora in linguistics have been countered.
Chomsky's criticisms are not wholly invalidated, nor indeed could they be.
Chomsky revealed some powerful verities and these shape the approach taken
to the corpus today. Chomsky stated that natural language was non-finite. This
book will not argue with that finding. Chomsky argued that externalised
speech was affected by factors other than our linguistic competence. This book
will not argue with that finding. Some other criticisms of Chomsky's may be
reduced in degree, but, with the possible exception of his denigration of quantitative data, this text would not seek to dispute the fundamental point being
made. The argument being made here is that, in abandoning the corpus-based
approach, linguistics, if we can speak idiomatically, threw the baby out with the
bath-water. The problems Chomsky rightly highlighted were believed to be
fundamental to the corpus itself, rather than being fundamental to the approach
taken to the corpus by the post-Bloomfieldian linguists. In other words, if you
think language is finite, then your interpretation of the findings in a corpus
may reflect that - if we can change the interpretation of the findings in a corpus
to match the verities Chomsky revealed, then the natural data provided by the
corpus can be a rich and powerful tool for the linguist. But we must understand what we are doing when we are looking in a corpus and building one.
The mention of natural data brings in the other general point. Why move
from one extreme of only natural data to another of only artificial data? Both
have known weaknesses. Why not use a combination of both and rely on the
strengths of each to the exclusion of their weaknesses? A corpus and an introspection-based approach to linguistics are not mutually exclusive. In a very real
sense they can be gainfully viewed as being complementary.
The reasons for the revival of corpus linguistics should now be quite obvious. It is, in some ways, an attempt to redress the balance in linguistics between
the use of artificial data and the use of naturally occurring data. As we have
stated already and will see again in later chapters, artificial data can have a place
in modern corpus linguistics Yet it should always be used with naturally occurring data which can act as a control, a yardstick if you will. Corpus linguistics
is, and should be, a synthesis of introspective and observational procedures,
relying on a mix of artificial and natural observation.
Before concluding this chapter and moving on to review the constitution of
the modern corpus, however, we will present a brief overview of important
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work in corpus linguistics that occurred during the interregnum of the 1960s
and 1970s.

1.5. CORPUS llNGUISTICS FROM THE 1950sTO THE EARLY 1980s
We have examined why corpus linguistics underwent a period of unpopularity and how the modern methodology of corpus linguistics has regained
ground to reach a position of generally accepted respectability in linguistics
today. Some of the myths and fables we discussed at the beginning of this
chapter have been swept away in the process - but not all. A common belief is
that corpus-based linguistics was virtually abandoned in the 1950s and then
rediscovered, as ifby accident, in the early 1980s. This is most certainly not the
case. Pioneers worked on with corpus data throughout the 50s, 60s and 70s,
and it is largely through their efforts that corpus work revived. So we must not
think in terms of corpus work being simply set aside in the late 1950s - to do
so would be to miss out on vital developments in the field which occurred
when the methodology was truly marginalised. In explaining this work, we
will split it, for purposes of narrative convenience, into four broad strands: work
undertaken as part of humanities computing, work arising from mechanolinguistics, work arising from the study of English grammar and the work of the
neo-Firthians. Each is discussed in the following subsections.
1.5.1. Humanities computing
It is not surprising that, considering the lack of extant native speakers,
researchers in the humanities studying ancient texts have never moved away
from a broadly corpus-based approach to their subject. Of most interest to
note here is the work of Roberto Busa. Busa had a scholarly interest in the
medieval philosopher St Thomas Aquinas. His main distinction from the point
of view of corpus linguistics is that he was, to our knowledge, the first person
to produce a machine-readable corpus and to search it via a machine-aided
concordance. His corpus of 10,000 sentences was initially held on cards, with
one sentence per card, and a manual index showing which sentences
contained the word in (the word he was interested in studying at the time).
Busa realised that he needed to improve the means he had to search his corpus
if he was ever to study anything but the word in. The intrepid Father Busa
went to see the famous Thomas J. Watson Sr of IBM in New York and convinced him to support his research. His corpus was transferred to punch cards
which allowed early IBM computers to search and retrieve from the corpus on
a word-by-word basis - the computer concordancer was born from the vision
of a Jesuit Priest and the pioneer of the modern computing industry. From
1949 to 1967, when Busa's project finished, he developed a 10,600,000 word
corpus of mediaval philosophy and a further 5,000,000 words in a range of
languages, some common (German, Russian) and some less familiar (Aramaic,
Nabatean). Most importantly, Busa started a tradition of computational
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approaches to the study of language in the humanities which is still evident
today, in journals such as Computing and the Humanities and Literary and
Linguistic Computing. His work on corpus-based approaches to languages
continues to this day at the University of Pisa, where his one-time assistant,
Antonio Zampolli, now heads the Centre for Computational Linguistics.

1.5.2. Work in mechanolinguistics
In many ways as exciting as Busa's work is that of the linguist Alphonse Juiland.
Juilland started an ambitious programme of corpus based research in 1956
which continued until at least the early 1970s. Juilland did not call his work
corpus linguistics; rather he referred to it as mechanolinguistics (for more on
mechanolinguistics, see Garvin 1963) .
Juilland encountered many of the problems outlined by Chomsky and
developed responses to those problems that dearly foreshadow the modern
methodology of corpus linguistics. Juilland developed machine-readable corpora,
employed sampling techniques, took texts from a range of genres, employed a
primitive form of corpus annotation and ensured that he had a wide number
of authors for each text type. As such his work, neatly outlines a great deal of
what will be presented as modern corpus linguistics in section 2.1. For readers
interested in a more detailed account of his work, the introduction to Juilland
and Chang-Rodriguez (1964) is a startlingly sophisticated essay in corpus
construction which has stood the passage of time well.
As well as making methodological advances, Juilland can also be credited
with starting a very ambitious project in contrastive corpus linguistics. His aim
was to build 500,000 word machine-readable comparable corpora for a whole
range of languages as the basis of a wide- ranging programme of contrastive
analysis. Such a goal would be ambitious nowadays. In 1956 it was a very ambitious goal indeed. Nonetheless, Juilland succeeded in his goal to some extent,
producing word frequency lists for languages such as French, Spanish, Romanian
and Chinese. When we consider that Juilland was carrying out computerbased corpus work pretty much at the same time as West (1953) was constructing his word list of English with the help oflarge numbers of human analysts,
Juilland's vision is put into a sharper perspective.
Juilland's last distinction is in the area oflexical statistics. Juilland was deeply
interested in the dispersion of words within texts, genres and languages; while
a concordance may show you the word in its context, it will not show you
quite so easily whether the word occurs in little bursts or whether it is spread
evenly throughout a text (see Chapter 3 for further details). Dispersion as a
topic has only recently re- emerged in corpus linguistics, with authors such as
Granger (1998) using it, and a forthcoming frequency dictionary of English
(Leech, Wilson and Rayson, 2000) using a dispersion statistic. Juilland had
developed this idea over forty years before - indeed, the modern works cited
here actually use his dispersion statistic. Juilland was a pioneer of corpus
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linguistics. It was Busa and juilland together who worked out much of the
foundations of modern corpus linguistics. If their contributions are less than
well known, it is largely because corpus linguistics became closely associated
with work in English only, and neither Busa nor juilland worked on corpora of
modern English. To review work in English linguistics, we need to consider the
last two major groups working on corpus linguistics from the 1950s onwards.

1.5.3 . Work arising from the study of English grammar
Work on English corpus linguistics started in the early 1960s, when Quirk
(1960) planned and executed the construction of his ambitious Survey of
English Usage (SEU). In the same year, Francis and Kucera began work on the
now famous Brown corpus, a work which was to take almost two decades to
complete. 24 These researchers were in a minority, but they were not universally
regarded as peculiar in the field of English language studies, and others
followed their lead. For example, in 1975, fourteen years after work begun on
the Brown corpus, jan Svartvik started to build on the work of the SEU and the
Brown corpus to construct the London-Lund corpus. The computer became
the mainstay of English corpus linguistics in the 1970s. Svartvik computerised
the SEU and, as a consequence, produced what, as Leech (1991 : 9) said, was for
a long time 'an unmatched resource for the study of spoken English' .With the
appearance in the mid 1990s of large-scale corpora of spontaneous spoken
English, such as the spoken section of the British National Corpus, the importance of the London-Lund corpus has faded somewhat. Even so, it is still the
only corpus of spontaneous spoken English annotated with prosodic mark- up
and, as such, still retains a niche in modern corpus linguistics to this day.
Another side effect of the work of the SEU was the training of academics in
a tradition of corpus-based approaches to the grammatical analysis of English.
Geoffrey Leech was associated with the early days of the SEU and went on to
Lancaster to start a corpus research centre which has given rise to a number of
well-known corpus-building projects, including perhaps most famously the
Lancaster- Oslo-Bergen corpus (LOB) and more recently the British National
Corpus. Sidney Greenbaum was also associated with the SEU as sometime assistant director of the project under Quirk. Greenbaum went on to succeed
Quirk as director of the SEU in the mid-1980s and founded the International
Corpus of English project. So the SEU was important as it spawned useful corpus
resources and trained some linguists who later went on to become pioneers in
the field of English corpus linguistics.
The work of Francis and Kucera, as well as that of Quirk and his disciples,
inspired centres of English corpus building and exploitation beyond the
United Kingdom in addition to Lund. English corpus linguistics in the tradition of the SEU steadily grew in Europe throughout the 1970s and 1980s with
centres for corpus work being established across Scandinavia (e.g. Bergen,
Gothenburg, Oslo), Western Europe (e.g. Berlin, Chemnitz, Nijmegen) and
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Eastern Europe 25 (e.g. Leipzig, Potsdam). There is little doubt that a great deal
of the current popularity of corpus linguistics, especially in studies of the
English language, can be traced to this line of work. However, another related,
though somewhat separate, strand of corpus work has been similarly influential in English corpus linguistics over the past forty years. That is the work of
the neo-Firthians.
1.5.4. Work by neo-Firthians
had a colourful life by any definition of the term. He studied in
Leeds, picked up an interest in language while on military service in
Afghanistan, Africa and India and went on to be professor firstly of English at
Lahore and later at the School of Oriental and Mrican Studies from 1944
(where he started as a senior lecturer in 1938, being appointed professor in
1944). His impact upon English - and more specifically British - linguistics has
been notable. He was deeply influenced by the work of the anthropologist
Bronislaw Malinowski and the phonetician Daniel Jones. Firth produced a
series of writings in the 1930s, 1940s and 1950s which were published in a
compendium format in Firth (1957). In this collection of papers Firth (1957:
27) outlines an approach to language in which social context and the social
purpose of communication are paramount: 26

J. R. Firth

The central concept . .. is the context of situation. In that context are the
human participant or participants, what they say, what is going on. The
phonetician can find his phonetic context, and the grammarian and the
lexicographer theirs.
Firth's agenda dominated much of British linguistics for the best part of a
generation. As stated, its penetration beyond the United Kingdom was never
anywhere near as great as it was within the United Kingdom. In America in
particular it cannot be said that Firth's views ever constituted a dominant paradigm oflinguistic research. Indeed, some of the most trenchant criticism of the
Firthian approach to language can be found in the writing of American
linguists, e.g. Langendoen (1968), though it is possible to find even stronger
critical voices raised by others, e.g. Lyons (1968). Firth's place in corpus linguistics is assured, however, largely because he stated (Firth, 1957: 29) that
'Attested language ... duly recorded is in the focus of attention for the linguist'
and used some terminology which is used to this day in corpus linguistics. On
the data side, his exhortation to study 'attested language' inspired what we will
call neo-Firthian linguists, such as Halliday, Hoey and Sinclair, to work in the
tradition he established.
On the terminology side, his term collocation is in use in modern corpus
linguistics to this day (see section 3.4.4 for example). However, the popularity
of that term can most easily be understood in the context of later corpus
linguists, such as Sinclair, using the term. Collocation as a concept has a history
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longer than its association with Firth may suggest (see Kennedy 1998 for a
discussion) and the basic idea has been expressed by linguists of the Prague
school since at least the 1930s, who used the term automation rather than
collocation (see Fried 1972 for a review in English of this work). However, it
was Firth who inspired the work of the corpus linguists who worked with the
idea of collocation, hence the term is his and the concept behind the term is
commonly ascribed to him.
By far the largest programme of research inspired by neo- Firthian corpus
linguists has been the COBUILD project carried out at Birmingham University
by John Sinclair and his team from around 1980 onwards (though Sinclair had
been undertaking corpus-based research at Birmingham earlier than this).The
COBUILD project and its associated corpus, the Bank of English, will be mentioned again in the next chapter. It is worthy of note not just because of the
language resources it has given rise to (i.e. the Collins Cobuild series of publications) but because the neo- Firthian principles upon which it is based have
produced a different type of corpus from that established in the tradition of
Juilland and the SEU associated work. We will discuss this difference in more
detail in section 2.1 . For the moment, we will say, in advance, that the work of
the neo-Firthians is based upon the examination of complete texts and the
construction of fairly open- ended corpora. The other tradition of corpus
building relies upon sampling and representativeness to construct a corpus of
a set size which, by and large, eschews the inclusion of complete texts within
a corpus.
1.6. CONCLUSION
So a more accurate pattern of the development of corpus linguistics is now
apparent. During the 1950s a series of criticisms were made of the corpusbased approach to language study. Some were right, some were half-right and
some have proved themselves, with the passage of time, to be wrong or
irrelevant. The first important point is that these criticisms were not necessarily fatal ones, though they were widely perceived as such at the time. The
second important point is that some linguists carried on using the corpus as a
technique and tried to establish a balance between the use of the corpus and
the use of intuition.
Although the methodology went through a period of relative neglect for
two decades, it was far from abandoned. Indeed, during this time essential
advances in the use of corpora were made. Most importantly of all, the linking
of the corpus to the computer was completed during this era. Following these
advances, corpus studies boomed from 1980 onwards, as corpora, techniques
and new arguments in favour of the use of corpora became more apparent.
Currently this boom continues - and both of the 'schools' of corpus linguistics are growing, with work being carried out in the SEU and neo- Firthian
traditions world-wide. Corpus linguistics is maturing methodologically and
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the range of languages addressed by corpus linguists is growing annually.
The following chapter will deal in more depth with what constitutes the
modern corpus exactly and what beliefs lie behind its use. But for the moment
we can say that the availability of computer- based corpus material, the acceptance that a corpus could never be the sole explicandum of language and a
growing awareness of the usefulness of quantitative data provided major impetuses to the re-adoption of the corpus-based language study as a methodology
in linguistics. Most important of all, it was realised that the corpus and the
linguist's intuition were complementary, not antagonistic. Fillmore (1992:35)
seems to sum it up so well when discussing corpus and non-corpus linguists,
so we shall allow him to have the last word in this chapter:
I don't think there can be any corpora, however large, that contain information about all of the areas of English lexicon and grammar that I want
to explore ... [but] every corpus I have had the chance to examine,
however small, has taught me facts I couldn't imagine finding out any other
way. My conclusion is that the two types oflinguists need one another.

1.7. STUDY QUESTIONS
1.
Take a sentence, at random, from this chapter. Ensure that it is not a
quotation from another book. How likely are you to find that exact
sentence repeated anywhere in the English language? Having decided
this, if you have access to a large corpus, look for the sentence in that
corpus to aid your observation. If not, find a book in which you think
the sentence is likely to be repeated and use the index, if appropriate, to
help you search for the sentence. What does this experiment show us
about the nature of natural languages?
2.

Start an infinite sentence. How easy is it to do this? Why can you do it?
What does your ability to do it say about human languages?

3.

If you used a corpus in answering question (1), try this exercise to see
how important the use of computers are in corpus linguistics: try to
produce a list of sentences in which the word sorting is used in this chapter. If you attempt this exercise, how long did it take you?

4.

Using your intuition, try to estimate what the ten most frequent words
are in this chapter, giving for each an estimated number of occurrences.
How sure are you of the results you produce?

1.8. FURTHER READING
Leech (1991, 1992) has written two important articles on the ongms of
corpus linguistics. Both cover the history of corpus linguistics in some detail,
though the 1992 article is of particular interest in that it considers corpus
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linguistics as a paradigm contrasting with the generative framework of
language study. Francis (1979) is of historical interest - an early work from the
renaissance of corpus linguistics. Hockett (1948) is of particular importance - it
shows that some 'early corpus linguists' did have more progressive views of the
role of corpus data in the investigation oflanguage than one might imagine.
For readers interested in following the complex - and it must be said often
vicious - debate that followed from Chomsky's redefinition of linguistics in
the rnid-1950s, Harris's (1993) The Linguistics Wars is an engaging and accessible read. A word of warning, however. Although there are points in this book
at which corpus data are discussed, it does not appear as an index item.
Seuren (1998) is an excellent introduction to the history oflinguistics in the
Graeco-Roman tradition, and is indispensable for readers who may want to
trace the debate about data in linguistics through history.
For readers interested in the SEU tradition of corpus linguistics especially,
Kennedy (1998) is informative.
For readers wishing to pursue work in the neo-Firthian tradition, Sinclair
(1991) is a brief and accessible starting point.

NOTES
1. It is important to state that Chomsky's attacks were rarely directed at the use of corpora as such. He
was attacking the behaviourist and logical positivist underpinnings of the structuralist tradition in most
of his early writings. Corpora - associated with and endorsed by the structuralists - were attacked
largely by implication.
2. Though the corpora used were merely large collections of transcribed interactions. Important notions
such as representativeness (see Chapter 2) were not used in the construction of these 'corpora'.
3. See chapter five for a more detailed discussion of the use of parallel and translation corpora in studies
such as this.
4. Fries based his grammar on a corpus of transcribed telephone conversation. This is interesting as the
modern corpus grammars are based almost exclusively on written data. In some respects, it is fair to
say that the work of Fries, has only recendy been surpassed by the grammar of Biber, Johansson,
Leech, Conrad and Finegan (1999) .
5. See the Glossary for a definition of this term.
6. See the Glossary for a definition of this term.
7. See Seuren (1998) for a coverage of the debate over the nature of data in linguistics. Pages 259 to 267
are especially interesting.
8. It is of interest to note that Chafe (1992: 87) has suggested that naturally occurring, almost subconscious, introspective judgements may be another source of evidence we could draw upon. It is difficult
to conceive of a systematic method for recovering such observations, however, so for the purposes of
this discussion we shall dismiss this source of natural data and refer the curious reader to Chafe (ibid.) .
9. For those readers aware of Chomsky's apparendy changing position on realism, not we are presenting
him here as being essentially a realist. There has been some debate over the years about what his position actually is. For the purposes of this discussion, we will take Chomsky at his word (Chomsky,
1975: 35) that he was an avowed realist.
10. Sebba (1991) gives an interesting account of early corpus linguistics.
11. This corpus is introduced in detail in Chapter 6.
12. Postal quoted in Harris (1993: 34).
13. In the BNC peiform magic occurs once,peiforlllitlg magic occurs three times. Other examples are available
in the BNC - for example peiform sex.
14. Indeed, intuition can also be of use at times in correcting the faulty intuition of others. The peiform
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magic counter example used by Hatcher was drawn from intuition (Hill 19h2: 31) .
15. Or to use Chomsky's definition, from his 'Lectures on Government and Binding', a 'pathological' set
of criticisms.
16. Note that in historical linguistics, corpora of sorts remained in use too - here again it is impossible to
question native speakers.
17. See Ingram (1989: 223) for further discussion - and criticism - of this view. Labov (1969) is crucial
reading for those wanting to read a powerful response to Chomskyis view on the degenerate nature
of performance data.
18. There is no written work by Chomsky that we are aware of where this claim is explicitly made.
However, there is no reason to doubt Labovis report of comments made by Chomsky.
19. See section 2.2 for more information on corpus annotations. Garside, Leech and McEnery (1997) is
a detailed review of the topic of corpus annotation.
20. The motivation for the link between corpora and language engineering outlined in Chapter 5
becomes more apparent when we consider this point - corpus linguists have a vested interest in the
development of systems by language engineers which will eliminate the psudo-procedure argument
for an ever wider set of research questions. Roughly speaking, corpus linguists want language
engineers to provide tools which enable ever esmarteri searches of linguistic corpora to be
undertaken.
21. Concordance programs will be referred to briefly in this book. Barnbrook (1996) and Aston and
Burnard (1998) deal with this topic in greater depth.
22. See Aston and Burnard (1998) and Appendix B for details of this program.
23. See Appendix B for details of this program.
24. Francis (1979) describes the early days of the Brown corpus.
25. The East German school of corpus linguistics produced the interesting corpus-based grammar
EIlglish Grammar - a University Handbook (Giering, Gottfried, Hoffinann, Kirsten, Neubert and Thiele
1979), which is a rather sophisticated corpus granunar. Parts of it do, however, read rather strangely
nowadays. There cannot be many grammars within which sentences such as 'Capitalism is busy
destroying what it helped to build' (page 291) and 'In a rational socialist state - as in the Soviet
Union - it could bring relieffor both manual and clerical workers' (page 347) are analysed.
26. Of course in doing so Firth was not suggesting something entirely new - there are echoes here of
Sapir's (1929: 214) call for linguistics to become 'increasingly concerned with the many
anthropological, sociological and psychological problems which invade the field oflanguage'.

